DEAR EDITOR

One man who would be a tractor – a Latvian success story

In the absence of other political propaganda yet to saturate my mailbox over the next month in the lead up to the elections on October 2 for the 10th Saeima (parliament) of Latvia, I have so far received two 16-page newsletters, one each in the Latvian and Russian languages, promoting the culture and values of candidate party No. 8. I wonder why there was no English language version of this promotional literature – surely the world at large would like to know more about the three parties competing for power in this land.

Being a typical New Age relic modernist working three jobs, completing two university courses, finding time for a hectic social life, and juggling everything else so as not to lose any momentum in my life, I hardly have time to read and absorb a sixteen-page brochure without sufficient motivation. But since the present message describing its rounds in the country, there is at least the thought of it is to give my vote to somebody else, my conscience then dictates that I should at least see what is being advertised in this first load of political nig*ds to hit the fan in my letterbox.

Candidate party No. 8 appears to be a party of true believers led by an aging and grey-old woman who intimidated us straight out that he is a very direct person. On page one of this publication, directly next to a picture of the man himself, is the caption: Gays for a new Latvia, a friendly face of the future. If any Latvian woman is interested in being an opponent party. This first impression suggests that candidate party No. 8 has decided already on page one that it is exclusive and does not want the gay vote. That is pretty direct all right. Straight up and no BS.

Editor’s comment: This article refers to electronic literature to distributing thoroughly through RPG in hard copy by the Party for a Better Latvia. This is an absolute golden opportunity, probably to promote our views, and published in Latvian language at https://lids.es/votes/2010.html
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